
Activity Report

· Type of Activity:- Election Awareness Quiz

· Date and Venue: 18th January 2023

· Theme : Election Awareness

· Duration of the activity: 20 Min

· Number of Student participants: 275

Summary:

On January 18, 2023, an online Election Awareness Quiz was conducted with the participation of

275 students. The quiz aimed to enhance the students' understanding of the electoral process and

promote awareness about the importance of voting.

The quiz covered various topics related to elections, including voter registration, voting procedures,

and the significance of civic engagement. It included multiple-choice questions and required

participants to choose the correct answer from the given options.

The online format of the quiz allowed students to conveniently participate from their own locations,

ensuring a wider reach and greater accessibility. The event likely utilized a digital platform or a

dedicated website to administer the quiz and record participants' responses.

By actively engaging in the quiz, the students had the opportunity to broaden their knowledge of

the electoral system, understand the roles and responsibilities of voters, and gain insights into the

democratic process. The quiz likely served as an interactive and educational experience, promoting

critical thinking and encouraging students to become active participants in future elections.

The participation of 275 students from home and other state indicates a significant interest in

learning about elections and the democratic process. It is encouraging to see a considerable number

of students taking an active interest in civic affairs, which bodes well for the future of democracy

and responsible citizenship.



· The flyer for the event

Online Quiz on

Election Awareness

Dr. Rafiq Zakaria Campus

Y B Chavan College of Pharmacy
Aurangabad

Date and Time:-
18th January 2023 11:00

am to 03:00 pm

YBCCPA Electoral Literacy Club  and NSS

Note:
-No Registration Fess
-E-Certificated to Qualified Participent
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